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The experimentally established non-zero decay width difference of the Bs meson system gives us
f
access to a mass eigenstate rate asymmetry A∆Γ
for each Bs → f transition. This observable is
not only the key ingredient in converting between differing definitions of a Bs branching ratio, but
can also be a sensitive probe of New Physics that does not require flavour tagging. We discuss
how a pair of effective lifetimes for CP even and odd final states, which probe this asymmetry, can
0
constrain the parameters of B0s –Bs mixing. We then shift our focus to the rare decay Bs → µ + µ − ,
for which the Standard Model branching ratio prediction receives a sizable correction due to a
maximal asymmetry. We present how this asymmetry, which can be extracted from an untagged
time-dependent measurement, serves as a new observable, complementary to the branching ratio,
for constraining New Physics. Further, we analyse types of models beyond the Standard Model
that this pair of Bs → µ + µ − observables can discriminate between.
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1. Introduction
0

ys ≡

ΓL − ΓH
.
ΓL + ΓH

(1.1)

Indeed, two recent theoretical estimates of this quantity in the Standard Model are ySM
s = 0.067 ±
SM
0.016 [1] and ys = 0.074 ± 0.007 [2]. These can be compared with the current most accurate
determination of this quantity by the LHCb experiment: ys = 0.075 ± 0.012 [3], which confirms
the presence of a non-zero decay width difference.
A non-zero width difference gives rise to interesting phenomenology for a non-flavour-tagged
(untagged) sample of Bs mesons. Given such a sample, the time-dependent decay rate to a final
state f is the sum of the exponential decays of the two mass eigenstates1 [4]
0

hΓ(Bs (t) → f )i ≡ Γ(B0s (t) → f ) + Γ(Bs (t) → f )
= Γ(Bs,H → f ) e−ΓH t + Γ(Bs,L → f ) e−ΓL t + O(a)

(1.2)

where a = |Γ12 /M12 | sin φ̃s is vanishingly small for our purposes and can be neglected. If the
lifetimes of the two mass eigenstates differ, as we have observed they do, then a time-dependent
analysis is sensitive not only to the total summed rate, Γ(Bs,H → f ) + Γ(Bs,L → f ), but also to the
mass eigenstate rate asymmetry:
f
A∆Γ
=

Γ(Bs,H → f ) − Γ(Bs,L → f )
.
Γ(Bs,H → f ) + Γ(Bs,L → f )

(1.3)

As we will see, this final state dependent observable, accessible only if ys 6= 0, is potentially sensitive to New Physics (NP).
The layout of this write up is as follows. We first discuss the effect of a non-zero width
difference on the definition of a Bs branching ratio. Next we investigate how effective lifetime
0
f
measurements, which probe A∆Γ
, can constrain the B0s –Bs mixing parameters. Our attention then
0

1 We

assume no asymmetry in the number of produced B0s and Bs mesons. A small production asymmetry can be
neglected due to the rapid oscillation of Bs mesons, which suppresses its effects by Γs /∆Ms ≈ 0.04 at leading order.

2
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Being able to experimentally identify, or tag, the flavour states B0s and Bs before they decay
is very useful for studying their oscillations. Unfortunately, flavour-tagging generally has a low
experimental efficiency, and first requires many events to be recorded for a given Bs → f transition. In this paper we will focus on the phenomenology that is possible before a tagged analysis
becomes feasable. To this end it is convenient to describe the Bs meson system in terms of its mass
eigenstates, the normal modes of this coupled system, labeled Bs,H and Bs,L for the heavier and
lighter state respectively.
0
In the absence of a CP violating phase φs entering the B0s –Bs mixing amplitude, the mass
eigenstates are also eigenstates of the CP operator. This is familiar from the neutral kaon system,
where this is almost the case. In further analogy with the kaon system, the CP even state is similarly
expected to decay more rapidly because it has access to somewhat more favourable final states. It
so happens that in the Standard Model (SM) the Bs mixing phase φsSM = (−2.1 ± 0.1)◦ is almost
absent, and thus we expect a non-zero Bs decay width difference
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shifts to the rare decay Bs → µ + µ − , for which we present the new observable A∆Γ that is accessible from a time-dependent analysis of this decay. Finally, we consider how the combination of the
µµ
Bs → µ + µ − branching ratio and A∆Γ can help to distinguish between models of NP.
µµ

2. Defining a Bs branching ratio

This definition gives the average branching ratio of the two mass eigenstates.
From a theoretical perspective, squared amplitudes for Bq → f transitions (q = s, d) are customarily computed in the flavour basis rather than the mass eigenstate basis. However, the total
decay width (or lifetime) of a non-mass eigenstate is not well defined, so instead the average Bq
decay width (ΓH + ΓL )/2 = 1/τBq is substituted. This leads to the following definition for a Bq
branching ratio:
"
#
0
τBq
1 Γ(B0q (t) → f ) t=0 Γ(Bq (t) → f ) t=0
BR(Bq → f ) ≡
hΓ(Bq (t) → f )i t=0 =
+
1
1
2
2
2 (ΓH + ΓL )
2 (ΓH + ΓL )
"
#
1 Γ(Bq,H → f ) Γ(Bq,L → f )
=
+ 1
,
(2.2)
2 12 (ΓH + ΓL )
(Γ
+
Γ
)
H
L
2
where the last equality can be directly compared to (2.1). We observe that if ΓH = ΓL (ys = 0)
the definitions in (2.1) and (2.2) are equivalent. This is effectively true for Bd mesons, where
yd ≈ 0. However, having established that ys 6= 0, it becomes necessary to be able to convert between
the theoretical and experimental definitions for the Bs meson system. The dictionary to convert
between these definitions is compactly given by [5]
"
#
f
1 + ys A∆Γ
BR(Bs → f ) = BR(Bs → f )
.
(2.3)
1 − y2s
f
Thus the required correction depends on the final state specific quantity A∆Γ
. This quantity can
either be extracted from a time-dependent measurement (such as an effective lifetime as we discuss
in the next section) or computed theoretically.

0

3. B0s -Bs mixing constraints from effective lifetimes
f
The observable A∆Γ
appears with the following functional form in the time dependent untagged rate given in (1.2):

hΓ(Bq (t) → f )i = [Γ(Bq,H → f ) + Γ(Bq,L → f )]
n
o
f
× e−t/τBs cosh (ys t/τBs ) + sinh (ys t/τBs ) A∆Γ
.

3

(3.1)
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At hadron colliders a Bs branching ratio to a specific final state f is measured by counting
all untagged events over the accessible decay time, and normalizing this count against a known
branching ratio measured at a B-factory. It is therefore defined with respect to the untagged timedependent rate given in (1.2) as [4, 5]


Z
1 ∞
1 Γ(Bs,H → f ) Γ(Bs,L → f )
BR(Bs → f ) ≡
hΓ(Bs (t) → f )i dt =
+
.
(2.1)
2 0
2
ΓH
ΓL
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It can be extracted, along with ys , by fitting this function to time-dependent data. Alternatively,
given low statistics, experiments also fit a single exponential to (1.2), which gives the effective
f
lifetime τeff
. A maximum likelihood fit gives [5]
f
τeff

t hΓ(Bq (t) → f )i dt
τBs
= R0 ∞
=
hΓ(B
(t)
→
f
)i
dt
1
− y2s
q
0
R∞

f
1 + 2 ys A∆Γ
+ y2s
f
1 + ys A∆Γ

!
.

(3.2)

In this form the theoretical branching ratio is expressed entirely in terms of measurable quantities.
Now consider a CP eigenstate final state f such that CP| f i = η f | f i with CP eigenvalue η f =
±1. Such a final state is subject to mixing-induced CP violation, so that
f
A∆Γ
= −η f

p
1 −C f cos(φs + ∆φ f ),

0

(3.4)

where φs is the B0s -Bs mixing phase, C f parameterises direct CP violation in the decay mode and
∆φ f is a phase shift induced by the decay mode. In the absence of CP violating phases in the
f
mixing and decay we have A∆Γ
= ±1, implying that the decay proceeds solely via the heavy or
light mass eigenstate as expected. A measurement different from ±1 is thereby indicative of CP
violating phases and potentially New Physics contributions.
By substituting (3.4) into (3.2) we observe that an effective lifetime measurement constrains
the Bs mixing parameters ys and φs , provided we know the decay mode specific parameters C f and
f
∆φ f . If we assume for simplicity that C f = ∆φ f = 0, we find two possible solutions: A∆Γ
= ∓ cos φs .
The effective lifetime measurements for a CP even or odd decay mode will in principle result in
two distinct contours in the φs –ys plane, with their intersection pinpointing the solution.
The LHCb experiment has currently measured effective lifetimes for a number of Bs final
states: the CP even K + K − [6] and the CP odd J/ψ f0 (980) [7], J/ψ π + π − [3] and J/ψ KS [8].
Although the J/ψ π + π − effective lifetime measurement is more accurate than J/ψ f0 (980), the
two pions are produced by a sum of intermediate states that make the hadronic physics in this
decay mode harder to control. We also exclude the J/ψ KS effective lifetime on account of its larger
errors. This leaves the pair of CP even and odd final states Bs → K + K − and Bs → J/ψ f0 (980), for
which we proceed to control the decay mode parameters C f and ∆φ f .
The CP asymmetries of the CP even mode Bs → K + K − have been measured [9], but the errors
are still large. A more accurate control of this decay mode is possible by employing its SU(3)
flavour symmetry relations to Bd → π + π − (U-spin) and Bd → π ∓ K ± [10, 11]. In Ref. [11] such
◦
an analysis is performed, giving CK + K − = 0.09 ± 0.04 and ∆φK + K − = − 10.5+3.1
−2.8 , as well as the
CKM angle γ = (68 ± 7)◦ , which is in good agreement with fits of the CKM unitarity triangle.
An important issue for controlling the direct CP violation and hadronic phase shift in the CP
odd mode Bs → J/ψ f0 (980) is the uncertain nature of the scalar f0 (980) state. At its simplest it
is a pure quark-anti-quark ss̄ state, however, there may be a mixing contribution from other isospin
4
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f
Thus the effective lifetime is a probe of the mass eigenstate rate asymmetry A∆Γ
. An interesting
application of the effective lifetime is that it can be substituted into the branching ratio dictionary
(2.3) to give [5]
"
#
f
τ
BR(Bs → f ) = BR(Bs → f ) 2 − (1 − y2s ) eff .
(3.3)
τBs
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Bs → J/ψf0(980) / Bs → K +K − effective lifetimes versus Bs → Jψφ analyses
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singlet states. Alternatively, a popular interpretation of this scalar state, which explains better its
light mass, is that of a tetraquark. The picture we choose to subscribe to affects the contributing
decay topologies, and in turn the magnitude of the decay mode parameters. Fortunately, all conceivable topologies with CP violating phases are doubly Cabibbo suppressed [12, 13]. Assuming no
hierarchy between hadronic decay topologies, we find ∆φJ/ψ f0 ∈ [−3◦ , 3◦ ] and CJ/ψ f0 . 0.05 [12].
We now have the ingredients necessary to plot our pair of CP even and odd effective lifetimes
in the φs –∆Γs plane (where ∆Γs = 2 ys /τBs ). In the left panel of Figure 1 we show these contours,
as well as the 68 % CL regions corresponding to their intersection. These regions currently lie 1 σ
from the SM prediction. In the right panel of Figure 1 we compare our effective lifetime analysis
with the full tagged Bs → J/ψφ analyses of LHCb, ATLAS, DØ and CDF experiments. This
comparison shows that effective lifetimes give a complementary determination of these mixing
parameters.

4. Time-dependent analysis of Bs → µ + µ −
The decay Bs → µ + µ − is famous among its peers for being both very suppressed in the SM,
and very sensitive to NP [14]. Indeed, it was long hoped that NP would induce a branching ratio
orders of magnitude larger than its SM prediction. The LHCb experiment has now measured this
−9 [15]. To compare this number with
branching ratio to be BR(Bs → µ + µ − )LHCb = (3.2+1.5
−1.2 ) × 10
the SM prediction we need to use the correct branching ratio definition. As we will soon discuss in
more detail, in the Standard Model only the heavy mass eigenstate contributes to the two muon final
µµ
state [16]. Thus we should use A∆Γ,SM = 1 in our dictionary (2.3), and we consequently find [17]
BR(Bs → µ + µ − )SM = (3.56 ± 0.18) × 10−9 .

(4.1)

The room left for NP to alter this total rate is thus moderate at best, but, as we will argue, this may
not be our only available probe. For later convenience we define the parameter
R≡

BR(Bs → µ + µ − )
,
BR(Bs → µ + µ − )SM

so that RLHCb = 0.90+0.42
−0.34 and RSM = 1.
5

(4.2)
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Figure 1: The Bs → K + K − and Bs → J/ψ f0 (980) effective lifetimes projected onto the φs –∆Γs (ys ) plane.
Left panel: shaded bands show 1 σ errors of current measurements and resulting 68% CL χ 2 fit. Right panel:
Comparison with fits from full tagged analyses of the Bs → J/ψφ decay mode from several experiments.
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4.1 Time-dependent observables
It is useful to discuss NP contribution to Bs → µ + µ − in the language of an effective field
theory [18]:
(
)
10,S,P

GF α
Vts∗Vtb ∑ Ci Oi +Ci0 Oi0 + h.c ,
(4.3)
Heff = − √
2π
i

Specifically, the mass eigenstate decay rates depend on P and S as
Γ(Bs,H → µ + µ − ) ∝ |P|2 cos2 (ϕP − φsNP /2) + |S|2 sin2 (ϕS − φsNP /2),
Γ(Bs,L → µ + µ − ) ∝ |P|2 sin2 (ϕP − φsNP /2) + |S|2 cos2 (ϕS − φsNP /2),

(4.5)

where φsNP ≡ φs − φsSM parameterises possible NP in Bs mixing. We see that in the SM, where
µµ
P = 1, S = 0 and φsNP = 0, only the heavy mass eigenstate contributes, and A∆Γ,SM = 1. In general
we have [16]

µµ 

1 + ys A∆Γ
|P|2 cos(2ϕP − φsNP ) − |S|2 cos(2ϕS − φsNP )
µµ
|P|2 + |S|2 , A∆Γ =
. (4.6)
R=
1 + ys
|P|2 + |S|2
Thus an untagged time-dependent analysis of Bs → µ + µ − , such as an effective lifetime measureµµ
ment, would give us the independent and theoretically clean new observable A∆Γ , complementing
the branching ratio (R).
We note in passing that if a tagged time-dependent measurement is possible, a third observable,
µµ
Sµ µ , is accessible from the flavour state rate asymmetry. This observable is related to A∆Γ by
µµ
|A∆Γ |2 + |Sµ µ |2

2|P||S| cos(ϕP − ϕS )
= 1−
|P|2 + |S|2


2

.

(4.7)

It is an independent observable if scalar operators are not negligible.
4.2 Solvable scenarios of New Physics
An untagged time-dependent analysis of Bs → µ + µ − would give us two independent observables depending in principle on four model-independent parameters: |P|, |S|, ϕP , ϕS . We exclude
φsNP from this counting as it should be well measured by the time a time-dependent analysis is feasible. Thus in general we do not have sufficient observables to solve the system without invoking
observables from other processes. Yet there are a number of phenomenologically well-motivated
scenarios where two observables are sufficient. These scenarios are captured by the following
constraints [17]:
6
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¯ µ γ5 l), OS = mb (s̄PR b)(ll),
¯ and OP = mb (s̄PR b)(lγ
¯ 5 l), and the primed opwith O10 = (s̄γµ PL b)(lγ
SM
erators given by the interchange PL ↔ PR . In the SM only C10 = C10 is not vanishingly small. It
turns out that our observables of interest can be expressed purely in terms of the parameters [16]



0
m2Bs
C10 −C10
mb
CP −CP0
≡ |P|eiϕP ,
P≡
+
SM
SM
2mµ mb + ms
C10
C10
s



4 m2µ m2Bs
CS −CS0
mb
S ≡ 1− 2
≡ |S|eiϕS .
(4.4)
SM
mBs 2mµ mb + ms
C10
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• Scenario A: S = 0. In this scenario scalar operators either cancel or are not present to begin
with. The latter is realised in Constrained Minimal Flavour Violation, models with Z 0 gauge
bosons or two Higgs doublet models (2HDM) with a dominant pseudoscalar. In the left panel
of Figure 2 we sketch the parameter regions allowed in this scenario. The CP violating phase
µµ
ϕP must differ from zero for A∆Γ to differ from one. For moderate NP effects a sizable
phase is needed to stay in the ballpark of the SM branching ratio.
• Scenario B: P = 1. In this scenario NP effects are driven purely by new scalar operators.
For example a dominant heavy scalar particle in a 2HDM. In the right panel of Figure 2 we
sketch the parameter regions allowed in this scenario. Observe that the branching ratio can
µµ
only increase. For moderate NP the observable A∆Γ tends towards zero in the absence of a
CP violating phase ϕS , but is bounded to be positive by the branching ratio measurement.
• Scenario C: S = ±(1 − P). Letting P = 1 + P̃ gives S = ±P̃ i.e. NP contributions to S
and P are on the same footing. An interesting example is decoupled 2HDMs, where the
mass of the heavy scalar and pseudoscalar are much larger than that of the light scalar, so
(0)
(0)
that CS = ∓CP . In the left panel of Figure 3 the solid blue line sketches this constraint
in the absence of a CP violating phase. The effect of a CP violating phase is shown by the
µµ
dashed lines. In this scenario A∆Γ = −1 is reachable with moderate NP without CP violating
phases. Also characteristic of this scenario is the lower bound R ≥ (1 − ys )/2.
• Scenario D: ϕP = ϕS = {0, π}. This scenario assumes no new CP violating phases. Thus
models with Minimal Flavour Violation naturally conform to this scenario. From the expresµµ
sions in (4.6) we see that R gives a circle in the |S|2 –|P|2 plane, whereas A∆Γ gives a line
through the origin. Thus a measurement of both observables would cleanly disentangle these
two model-independent parameters up to discrete ambiguities.
To explore the allowed parameter space of these scenarios we consider specific models with
general b → s flavour changing neutral currents coupled to two muons via an intermediate heavy
particle. We take the exchanged intermediate particle to be a Z 0 gauge boson, H 0 scalar, A0 pseudoscalar or a H 0 + A0 combination, with a mass of 1 TeV [17, 19, 20]. For each specific model
we consider constraints from Bs mixing by enforcing that ∆Ms stays within 5% of its central experimental value and φs within 2 σ of its experimental measurement. For the Z 0 model we also
7
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Figure 2: Correlations between the R and A∆Γ observables in Scenario A (left panel) and Scenario B (right
panel), as discussed in the text.
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include constraints on the C10 Wilson coefficients from other b → s transition processes such as
B → K ∗ µ + µ − [21]. The results for these models are shown in the right panel of Figure 3, from
which we observe that there is still plenty of room for NP within the currently available constraints.

5. Summary
The experimentally established non-zero decay width difference in the Bs meson system gives
f
us access to the mass eigenstate rate asymmetry A∆Γ
for a Bs → f transition. This observable can
be extracted from the untagged time-dependent decay rate by either a full fit or a measurement of
the effective decay lifetime. It is not only a necessary ingredient in converting between different
definitions of the Bs branching ratio, but also a sensitive probe of NP. For instance, a pair of effective lifetimes for CP even and odd final states can be used to constrain the NP effects present
in Bs mixing. For the rare decay Bs → µ + µ − , where a tagged analysis may never be feasible, the
µµ
observable A∆Γ serves as a complementary constraint for NP. Specifically, the combination of the
µµ
Bs → µ + µ − and A∆Γ can distinguish between different scenarios of NP.
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